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RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEWITH THE p-ELECTRON TRANSITIONB. M. Smirnov *Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 8 Deember 2000The asymptoti resonant harge exhange theory is developed for slow ollisions of atoms and ions with valentp-eletrons. Beause of a small rotation angle of the moleular axis in the ourse of the p-eletron transition,the resonant harge exhange ross-setion is not sensitive to the rotational energy of olliding partiles, andthe ross-setions are nearly equal for ases �a�, �b�, and �d� of the Hund oupling, and also for ases ��and �e� of the Hund oupling. The ross-setions of the resonant harge exhange proess are evaluated undervarious onditions and for various elements of the periodial table with p-eletron shells of atoms and ions.PACS: 34.80.-i 1. INTRODUCTIONThe resonant harge exhange proess orrespondsto the tunnel transition of a valent eletron from the�eld of one atomi ore to another one in the ourseof a ollision of an ion with the parent atom. Underreal onditions, one an onsider nulei to move alonglassial trajetories [1�3℄; at small ollision veloitiesompared to a typial atomi veloity, the rate of thisproess an be expressed through the parameters of themoleular ion onsisting of the olliding atom and itsion [4; 5℄. In partiular, for the transiting s-eletronand strutureless ores, with only two eletron termsof the moleular ion involved in this proess, the prob-ability Pres of the eletron transition from one ore toanother after the ollision is given by [4℄Pres = sin 2�(�); �(�) = 1Z�1 �(R)2 dt; (1)where R(t) is the distane between the nulei, t is time,� is the impat parameter of the ollision, �(�) is theexhange phase, and the ion�atom exhange interationpotential is de�ned as�(R) = "g(R)� "u(R) (2)where "g(R) and "u(R) are the energies of the evenand odd states of the moleular ion. These states are*E-mail: smirnov�or.ru

haraterized by di�erent symmetries of the eletron re-�etion with respet to the symmetry plane that is per-pendiular to the line joining the nulei and bisets it.In reality, the resonant harge exhange ross-seti-on is large ompared to a typial atomi value of this di-mensionality. This implies that transitions at large sep-arations give the leading ontribution to the ross-seti-on. This fat is the basis of the asymptoti theory of theresonant harge exhange [6; 7℄, where the ross-seti-on is expanded with respet to a small parameter thatis inversely proportional to the typial separation forthe eletron transition. Within the framework of theasymptoti theory, the ross-setion of this proess isexpressed through the ollision parameters and the ra-dial wave funtion parameters of the transiting valenteletron in the atom when the eletron is loated farfrom the ore. In partiular, for the s-eletron tran-sition between strutureless ores, the ross-setion ofthe resonant harge exhange is [7℄�s = 1Z0 2��d� sin 2�(�) = �R202 ;�(R0) = e�C2 = 0:28; (3)where C = 0:577 is the Euler onstant and the exhangephase for the free motion of the nulei R =pv2t2 + �2is given by [7℄1099
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�(�) = 1Z�1 �(R)2 dt = 1vr��2�(�) == 1vr �2A2e�1=�2=�1=2 exp(��): (4)Here, v is the ollision veloity, 2=2 is the atom ioni-zation potential or the eletron binding energy, andA is the asymptoti oe�ient of the eletron wavefuntion in this atom; we use the atomi units where~ = me = e = 1. The asymptoti parameters of theatom are ontained in the normalized radial wave fun-tion of the eletron at large distanes r from the ore, (r !1) = Ar1=�1e�r : (5)In partiular, A = 2 for the hydrogen atom [8℄.We note that the small asymptoti theory param-eter is 1=R0, and beause the asymptoti theory in-volves the information about the eletron loation farfrom the ore, we an keep only two expansion termsin the expression for the ross-setion, as we did inEq. (3). This orresponds to the asymptoti theory a-uray for the transition of a valent s-eletron in therange 1�5% [9℄ for the eV -ollision energies.For a transiting p-eletron, the asymptoti theoryof the resonant harge exhange proess beomes um-bersome [10; 11℄ beause on the one hand, the eletrontransfer proess is entangled with the rotation of themoleular axis, and on the other hand, the �ne splittingof the ion and atom levels an be important in this pro-ess. Therefore, the above formulas for the s-eletrontransition are used in some reent alulations [12�14℄as model ones for the evaluation of the ross-setion ofthis proess for the transiting p-eletron. This leadsto an unontrolled error that is absent in the asymp-toti theory. We note that the ontemporary omputertehnique allows us to formulate the asymptoti theoryin a simple way and to exhibit various aspets of theproess under onsideration. In this paper, we presentthe asymptoti theory for the resonant harge exhangeproess with the transiting p-eletron. We are guidedmostly by the ground states of the olliding ion andatom and fous on the ross-setion averaging over thediretions of the initial momenta.2. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE WITHTHE TRANSITING p-ELECTRON FORLIGHT ATOMSWe �rst onsider the ase of a small spin�orbit split-ting of atom and ion levels and neglet relativisti inter-

ations. This orresponds to the LS-oupling shemefor the atom. At large separations, the quantum num-bers of the moleular ion are the atom quantum num-bers LSMLMS (the orbital momentum, spin, and theirprojetions on the moleular axis) and the same quan-tum numbers of the ion lsmms: The atom orbital andspin momenta L and S are given by the sum of the ele-tron orbital and spin momenta le and 1=2 and of therespetive momenta of the atomi ore l and s. Theatom spin S and the spin of the other atom ore s arethen summed into the total spin I of the moleular ion.The atomi wave funtion is then expressed through theparameters of the ore and the valent eletron by meansof the genealogial or Raah oe�ients [15; 16℄. Theion�atom exhange interation potential is then givenby [10; 17℄�(le�; lms; LMLS) = I + 1=22s+ 1 n(GLSls )2 ��" le l L� m m+� # " le l L� ML�� ML #�le�; (6)where n is the number of idential valent eletronsof the atom, GLSls is the genealogial (Raah) oef-�ient [15; 16℄, the square brakets are the Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients that are responsible for the sum-mation of the eletron and ion orbital momenta intothe atom orbital momentum, and �le� is the exhangeinteration potential for one valent eletron loated inthe �eld of strutureless ores. We note a weak depen-dene of the exhange interation potential on the totalspin I of the moleular ion. Indeed, the level splittingorresponding to di�erent total spins of the moleularion is determined by the exhange of two eletrons andvaries at large separations R as exp(�2R): Therefore,Eq. (6) ontains the average spin of the moleular ion.Next, beause the exhange interation potential �le�dereases as R�� with inreasing �, we are restritedby the term with the minimum value of � in Eq. (6).As a result, for the valent p-eletron, we have [10; 17℄�10(R) = 3�0; �11(R) = 6R�0; (7)where [7℄ �0 = A2R(2=)�1e�R�(1=) (8)is the exhange interation potential for a valents-eletron [7℄ with the same asymptoti radial wavefuntion (5).Equation (6) allows one to onstrut the matrix ofthe exhange interation potential of an ion and an1100



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Resonant harge exhange : : :atom with valent p-eletrons. Below, we represent thesematries in the ase where the atom and the ion are inthe ground eletron states. One an onvine oneselfin the identity of the transiting eletron and the hole.In aordane with Eq. (6) for atoms of group 3 (withone valent p-eletron) and atoms of group 8 (with onevalent p-hole) in the periodial table of elements, withthe ground states of the atom and the ion given by1S and 2P , the exhange interation potential of theinterating atom and the ion is given by the matrix�(ML) = ML = �1 ML = 0 ML = +1�11 �10 �11 ; (9a)where ML is the orbital momentum projetion for theatom (elements of group 3) or the ion (elements ofgroup 8). For elements of groups 4 and 7 of the pe-riodial table, with the ground eletron states of theatom and the ion given by 3P and 2P , the matrix ofthe exhange interation potential, in aordane withEq. (6), is�(m;ML) = 53 �� ML = �1 ML = 0 ML = +1m = �1 �10 �11 �10m = 0 �11 2�11 �11m = 1 �10 �11 �10 ; (9b)where m and ML are the projetions of the orbital ionand atom momenta. For elements of groups 5 and 6of the periodial table with the atom and ion groundstates 4S and 3P , the matrix of the exhange intera-tion potential is given by�(m) = 73 m = �1 m = 0 m = 1�11 �10 �11 : (9)As the quantization axis, we take the diretion on whihthe projetion of the eletron momentum is zero. Welet � denote the angle between the quantization andmoleular axes. By de�nition, the exhange intera-tion potential �(�) of the atom and its ion with valentp-eletrons is equal to�(�) = 13XM ��d1M0(�)��2�1M == 4�3 XM jY1M (�; ')j2�1M ;where d1M0(�) is the Wigner rotation funtion [20℄and Y1M (�) is the spherial funtion; it follows that

4�jY1M (�)j2 is the probability to �nd a state with themomentum projetion M at the angles � and ' withrespet to the moleular axis. The spherial funtionsatis�es to the normalization ondition1Z�1 d os � jY1M (�)j2 = 14� :It follows that for groups 3 and 8 of the periodial ta-ble of elements, the exhange interation potential ofan atom and a parent ion is given by�(�) = �10 os2 � +�11 sin2 �: (10a)Matrix (9b) gives the ion�atom exhange interationpotential as a funtion of the angles between the quan-tization and moleular axes for elements of groups 4and 7 of the periodial system,�(�) = 53 �� ��10 sin2 �1 sin2 �2+�11(os2 �1+os2 �2)� ; (10b)where �1 and �2 are the respetive angles between themoleular axis and the quantization axes for the atomand the ion, with zero eletron momentum projetionon the quantization axis. For groups 4 and 7 of the pe-riodial system, the exhange interation potential issimilar to that for atoms of groups 3 and 8 and is givenby �(�) = 73 ��10 os2 � +�11 sin2 �� : (10)Although we are restrited by the ground states ofthe ion and the parent atom, this is a general sheme ofonstruting the ion�atom exhange interation poten-tial. Being averaged over the total quasimoleule spinI , the exhange interation potential depends on theion (m) and the atom (ML) angular momentum pro-jetions on the moleular axis. This orresponds to theLS-oupling sheme for atoms and ions, whih meansnegleting the spin-orbital interation. Therefore, theabove expressions orrespond to the hierarhy of theinteration potentialsVex � U(R); �(R); (11)where Vex is the typial exhange interation potentialfor valent eletrons inside the atom or the ion, U(R) isthe long-range interation potential between the atomand the ion at large separations R, and �(R) is the ex-hange interation potential between the atom and theion. Within the framework of the LS-oupling shemefor atoms and ions, we assume the exitation energies1101



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001inside the eletron shell to be relatively large. This ri-terion is ful�lled for light atoms and ions. In the samemanner, one an onstrut the exhange interation po-tential matrix for exited states within a given eletronshell.Beause the exhange interation potential is deter-mined by the transition of one eletron from the valenteletron shell and the transiting eletron arries a er-tain momentum and spin, additional seletion rules ap-ply for the one-eletron interation. In partiular, forthe transition of a p-eletron, the seletion rules aregiven by jL� lj � 1; jS � sj � 1=2: (12)These seletion rules follow from the properties of theClebsh�Gordan oe�ients entering Eq. (6). If theseonditions are violated, the ion�atom exhange inter-ation potential is zero at the sale of one-eletron in-teration potentials. In Table 1, we list the states ofatoms and their ions with valent p-eletrons for whihthe ion�atom one-eletron exhange interation poten-tial is zero.When a valent p-eletron transits from one atomiore to the other in the ourse of ollision, the proessesof harge exhange and the eletron momentum rota-tion are entangled. One an partially separate theseproesses beause the harge exhange proeeds in anarrow range of separations R where the moleularaxis turns at a small angle of the order 1=pR0. In-deed, the range of distanes �R between the nuleiwhere the harge exhange phase � varies onsiderablyis �R � 1=; whih orresponds to the rotation an-gle # � vt=R � 1=pR � 1. This fat allows us tosimplify the derivation of the resonant harge exhangeross-setion. In what follows, we �nd the ross-setionaveraged over angles between the ollision impat pa-rameter and the quantization axis on whih the orbitalmomentum projetion is zero.Proeeding along this way, we orientate the quanti-zation axis with respet to the diretion of the ollisionimpat parameter as the motionless axis; the averageross-setion of the resonant harge exhange is thengiven by � = 14� 1Z�1 2�Z0 �(#; ') d os#d'; (13)where # and ' are the polar angles of the impatparameter diretion with respet to the quantizationaxis diretion and �(#; ') is the harge exhange ross-setion at a given diretion of the ollision impat pa-rameter. We �rst onsider the ases where the momen-tum projetion on the moleular axis onserves in the

ourse of the eletron transfer. This orresponds to asmall rotational energy, and under ondition (11), isdetermined by the onditionv� � U(�); �(�); (14)whih means that the rotational energy v=� at the los-est approah distane is small ompared to the long-range splitting U(�) of moleular levels for states withdi�erent projetions of the orbital momentum on themoleular axis or the exhange interation splitting�(�). Criterion (14) orresponds to ases �a� and�b� of the Hund oupling [18; 19℄. For the free motionof olliding partiles, the urrent angle � between themoleular and quantization axes and the angle # be-tween these axes at the losest approah distane arerelated byos � = os# os�+ sin# sin� os'; (15)where � and ' are the polar angles of the moleular axiswith respet to its diretion at the losest approah dis-tane; we have sin� = vt=R, where v is the ollisionveloity, t is time, and R is a urrent distane betweenthe olliding partiles.Using Eqs. (15) and (10), we an represent the ex-hange phases in the form of an expansion in the smallparameter of the theory 1=� if riterion (14) is sat-is�ed. For elements of groups 3, 5, 6, and 8 of theperiodial system, we have�(�; #; ') = �(�; 0)�� �os2 #� 1� os2 #+ 1� sin2 #(2+os2 ')� : (16a)This expression applies to large ollision impat param-eters and �(�; 0) is the phase of the harge exhangeproess when the quantization axis has the same di-retion as the moleular axis at the losest approahdistane; �(�; 0) = 3 �0(�) for elements of groups 3 and8 and �(�; 0) = 7 �0(�) for elements of groups 5 and 6,where the harge exhange phase �0 is given by Eq. (4)and is related to the s-eletron transition with the sameasymptoti parameters  and A. For atoms of groups4 and 7, the harge exhange phase at large impatparameters of the ollision is given by� = 5�0(�)�sin2 #1 sin2 #2 + 1� ��[2 os2 #1+2 os2 #2+sin2 #1 os2 #2+os2 #1 sin2 #2�� sin2 #1 sin2 #2(os2 '1 + os2 '2) ++ sin 2#1 sin 2#2 os'1 os'2℄� ; (16b)1102



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Resonant harge exhange : : :Table 1. The ion and parent atom states with valent p-eletrons. The one-eletron transition is forbidden betweenthese states and the exhange interation potential of the ion and the parent atom is zeroEletron on�guration and ion state Eletron on�guration and atom statep2(1D) p3(4S)p2(1S) p3(4S)p2(1S) p3(2D)p3(4S) p4(1D)p3(4S) p4(1S)p3(2D) p4(1S)where #1; '1 and #2; '2 are the respetive polar an-gles of the quantization axes of the atom and the ionrelative to the moleular axis at the losest approahdistane.We now determine the average ross-setion fromEq. (13) using Eq. (4) for the ross-setion at a givenangle and the dependene � / exp(��) for the ex-hange phase. For elements of groups 3, 5, 6, and 8 ofthe periodial system, this gives��s = 12� �� 1Z0 2�Z0 �1 + 1R0 ln �(R0; #; ')�0(R0) �2 d os#d'; (17)where R0 = p2�s=�. The same expression appliesto elements of groups 4 and 7 with the integrationover 4 angles #1; '1; #2; '2; here �s is the ross-setionin Eq. (3) for the transiting s-eletron with the sameasymptoti parameters as for the p-eletron. Table 2ontains these redued ross-setions depending on theparameter R0. The value of �3 in Table 2 gives �=�sfor elements of groups 3 and 8 of the periodial table,the value of �4 is �=�s for elements of groups 4 and 7,and the value of �5 gives �=�s for elements of groups5 and 6. In addition, this table ontains the reduedross-setions�10 and �11 orresponding to the respe-tive projetions 0 and 1 of the orbital momentum onthe impat parameter diretion.We also onsider the opposite ase to (14), wherev� � U(�);�(�): (18)In this ase, the exhange phase for elements of groups3, 5, 6, and 8 is given by�(�; #; ') = �(�; 0)�os2 #+ 2� sin2 #� (19)

Table 2. The redued ross-setions of the resonantharge exhangeR0 6 8 10 12 14 16�10 1.40 1.29 1.23 1.19 1.16 1.14�11 1.08 0.98 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.91� 1.19 1.08 1.04 1.01 0.99 0.95�3 1.17 1.09 1.05 1.03 1.02 1.01�d3 1.16 1.08 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.00�4 1.50 1.32 1.23 1.18 1.14 1.12�5 1.44 1.29 1.22 1.17 1.14 1.11�1=2 1.18 1.10 1.07 1.05 1.04 1.03�3=2 1.18 1.10 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.02�e3=2 1.16 1.09 1.06 1.04 1.03 1.02instead of (16a). The orresponding redued averageross-setion is denoted by �d3 in Table 2. This orre-sponds to ases �b� and �d� of the Hund oupling, andaording to the data in Table 2, the results for thisase pratially oinide with ase �a� of the Hundoupling. The value � in Table 2 is� = �10=3 + 2�11=3:Comparing it to the average ross-setion testi�es thesensitivity of the ross-setion to di�erent methods ofaveraging.1103



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001Table 3. The Hund oupling asesHund oupling ase Relationa Ve � Æf � Vrb Ve � Vr � Æf Æf � Ve � Vrd Vr � Ve � Æfe Vr � Æf � Vee0 Æf � Vr � Ve3. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE WITHTHE TRANSITING p-ELECTRON FORHEAVY ATOMSIn onsidering the resonant harge exhange pro-ess, we follow the general sheme of lassifying thelimiting ases of momentum oupling in diatomimoleules. This sheme is given in Table 3 [18; 19℄.The ases of the Hund oupling unify di�erent rela-tions between energeti parameters of olliding parti-les. An important energeti parameter of the quasi-moleule onsisting of olliding partiles is the inter-ation potential Ve between the orbital angular mo-mentum of the eletrons and the moleular axis. Thisinludes the exhange interation potential Vex insidethe atom and the ion due to the Pauli exlusion prini-ple, the splitting of the moleular ion levels due to thelong-range interation U(R), and the exhange intera-tion �(R) between the ion and the atom. Within theframework of the Hund shemes, we ompare this inter-ation potential to the relativisti interation Æf givenby the sum of spin-orbit interations of the individualeletrons and other relativisti interations and the ro-tational energy given by Vr = v�=R2 for the free motionof olliding partiles. For olliding atomi partiles, inontrast to a moleule, di�erent types of the Hund ou-pling an be realized on one lassial trajetory of par-tiles. We use the general Nikitin sheme [21�23℄ thatrelates the haraters of the momentum oupling ofolliding atomi partiles moving along one trajetory.The problem under onsideration is simpler beause weare interested in the behavior of olliding partiles onthe trajetory element where the eletron transition o-urs. Only one type of the momentum oupling is re-alized on this part of the trajetory.Above, we onsidered the ases where relativistiinterations are negligible and the projetion of theorbital eletron momentum on the moleular or the

Table 4. The ground states of atoms with p-eletronshells in the framework of the LS and jj ouplingshemes and the ion�atom exhange interation poten-tial � for the Hund oupling ases �� and �e�Shell J LS-term jj-shell �p 1=2 2P1=2 [1=2℄1 �1=2p2 0 3P0 [1=2℄2 �1=2p3 3=2 4S3=2 [1=2℄2[3=2℄1 �3=2p4 2 3P2 [1=2℄1[3=2℄3 0p5 3=2 2P3=2 [1=2℄2[3=2℄3 �1=2p6 0 1S0 [1=2℄2[3=2℄4 �3=2motionless axis onserves in the ourse of the eletrontransfer, whih orresponds to ases �a�, �b�, and �d�of the Hund oupling and is realized for light atomipartiles. In what follows, we are guided by heavyatoms and examine the ases where relativisti intera-tions are important.In the ollisions of heavy atomi partiles, the rela-tivisti interations are dominant, and therefore, the jjoupling sheme beomes valid for an individual atomipartile. The quantum numbers of the interating atomand ion are therefore given by J and MJ ; the totalatomi eletron momentum and its projetion on themoleular axis for the atom, and also by the respetiveion quantum numbers j and mj . At large separations,these quantum numbers are related to the moleularion onsisting of the ion and the parent atom. We notethat the total momentum J and its projetion on agiven diretion MJ are the quantum numbers of an in-dividual atomi partile in both momentum ouplingshemes (LS and jj), whih simpli�es the analysis inthe general ase. Next, taking the relativisti e�etsinto aount redues the atom symmetry. For this rea-son, on the one hand, the ion�atom exhange inter-ation potential is expressed through the one-eletronexhange interation potential in a simpler way, andon the other hand, the prohibition of some one-eletrontransitions strengthens in the presene of relativisti in-terations beause of a weaker mixing of states in thisase. Table 4 ontains parameters of the eletron shellsfor the ground eletron states of atoms and ions withp eletron shells. We note that for the jj-oupling, thesimilarity between the transitions of the p-eletron andthe p-hole is lost beause of di�erent signs of the spin�orbit interation potential for the eletron and the hole.1104



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Resonant harge exhange : : :Table 5. The exhange interation potential for atoms of group 5 of the periodial system of elements whose atomieletron shell is p3 and their ions have the eletron shell p2LS 4S3=2 2D3=2 2D5=2 2P1=2 2P3=2jj "�12�2�32�#3=2 "�12��32�2#3=2 "�12��32�2#5=2 "�12��32�2#1=2 "�32�3#3=23P0 "�12�2#0 �3=2(+) 0(+) 0(+) 0(+) 0(+)3P1 ��12��32��1 �1=2(+) �3=2(+) �3=2(+) �3=2(+) 0(+)3P2 ��12��32��2 �1=2(+) �3=2(+) �3=2(+) �3=2(+) 0(+)1D2 "�32�2#2 0(0) �1=2(+) �1=2(+) �1=2(+) �3=2(+)1S0 "�32�2#0 0(0) �1=2(0) �1=2(0) �1=2(+) �3=2(+)Hene, the ion�atom exhange interation potential isdi�erent in the ases where the p-eletron shells of theatom and its ion are replaed by the shells onsistingof idential p-holes. Moreover, for group 6 of the pe-riodial system of elements, the one-eletron ion�atomexhange interation potential is zero if the atom andthe ion are found in the ground states. We note thatfor all the groups in the periodi table of elements withvalent p-eletrons, the ion�atom one-eletron exhangeinteration potential is not zero for light atoms if atomsand their ions are found in the ground states.It follows from the data in Table 4 that the ion�atom exhange interation potential is simpler in thepresene of relativisti interations beause of a lowersymmetry of atomi partiles in this ase. For theLS-oupling sheme for individual atomi partiles, wewere restrited by the ground states of atomi parti-les beause of a umbersome problem, but the pres-ene of relativisti e�ets simpli�es this problem. As ademonstration of this, Table 5 ontains the matrix ofthe exhange interation potential for elements of group5. The notation for the ion and atom eletron terms

used in Table 5 applies to the LS- and jj-ouplingshemes. The values of the exhange interation po-tentials are given assuming that the jj momentum ou-pling sheme applies, and it is indiated in parentheseswhether this potential is zero (0) or non zero (+) forthe LS-oupling sheme. In partiular, for the groundatom and ion states, the exhange interation potentialoupies one ell in Table 5, while within the frameworkof the LS-oupling sheme, it is given by matrix (9).We note that for the jj-oupling sheme, thep-eletron shell of an atom or an ion is separated intotwo independent subshells with j = 1=2 and j = 3=2.Hene, the di�erene between the numbers of ele-trons in these subshells for the interating ion and theatom annot exeed one. This is the riterion of theone-eletron transition replaing Eq. (12) for the LS-oupling sheme. If this riterion is not satis�ed, theone-eletron ion�atom exhange interation potentialis zero; otherwise, it is equal to �1=2 or �3=2 depend-ing on the momentum of the transiting eletron (seeTables 4 and 5).We now fous on elements of groups 3 or 8 of the pe-6 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 6 1105



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001Table 6. Parameters of the resonant harge exhangeproess for ollisions of atoms of group 3 of the peri-odial system with their ions at the energy 1 eV in thelaboratory oordinate systemB Al Ga In Tl�; 10�14 m2 1.1 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.1R0 12 14 14 15 14��=�, % 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4Æf , m�1 15 112 826 2213 7793U(R0), m�1 360 350 320 330 390�(R0), m�1 11 5 3 2.5 2riodial table, where one transiting p-eletron (or p-ho-le) is loated in the �eld of two strutureless ores. Ifthe spin�orbit splitting of the eletron levels is largeompared to the eletrostati ion�atom interation, thequantum numbers of the moleular ion are jmj , the to-tal eletron momentum and its projetion on the mole-ular axis. The exhange interation potential�jmj per-taining to the jj-oupling sheme for atoms and ionsand the exhange interation potentials�1m pertainingto the LS-oupling shemes are related by�jmj =X� 24 12 1 j� � mj 352�1�:This follows from the relation between the eletronwave funtions for the respetive states. For the ex-hange interation potentials �jmj , where mj = � + �in aordane with the properties of the Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients, this gives�1=2;1=2 = 13�10 + 23�11;�3=2;1=2 = 23�10 + 13�11;�3=2;3=2 = �11; (20)where �10 and �11 are given by Eqs. (7) and (8).By analogy with the previous operations, if themoleular axis is at the angle � to the quantization axison whih the angular momentum projetion is zero, theexhange interation potentials are given by

Table 7. Parameters of the resonant harge exhangeproess for ollisions of atoms of group 8 of the peri-odial system with their ions at the energy 1 eV in thelaboratory oordinate systemNe Ar Kr Xe�; 10�15 m2 3.3 5.8 7.5 10R0 11 12 13 14��=�, % 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3Æf , m�1 780 1432 5370 10537U(R0); 10�3 m�1 5 4 2 2�(R0), m�1 13 8 5 3
�1=2 = 13�10 + 23�11;�3=2(�) = �16 + 12 os2 ���10 ++�13 + 12 sin2 ���11: (21)This orresponds to elements of groups 3 and 8 of theperiodial system and gives the exhange phases forase �� of the Hund oupling,�1=2(�; #)�0(�) = 1 + 4� ; �3=2(�; #)�0(�) = 12 + 32 os2 #++ 1� �12 + 92 sin2 #+ 32 sin2 # os2 '� ; (22)where �0(�) is the harge exhange phase for the tran-siting s-eletron with the same asymptoti parametersA and  as de�ned in aordane with Eq. (4) and #; 'are the polar angles of the impat parameter diretionwith respet to the quantization axis. Table 2 ontainsthe redued ross-setions �j = �j=�s, where the ave-rage ross-setion �j for a given total momentum is de-termined by Eq. (13). As an be seen, the di�erene ofthe average ross-setions for di�erent total momentais small ompared to the auray of determining theross-setions, and we neglet this di�erene. One andetermine the ross-setions for ase �e� of the Hundoupling, where beause of a large rotational energy,the momentum projetion on the motionless axis on-serves for the state with j = 3=2. In Table 2, �e3=2is the redued ross-setion of the resonant harge ex-hange for the state with j = 3=2 in ase �e� of the1106



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001 Resonant harge exhange : : :Table 8. The parameters of the ross-setion of the resonant harge exhange for elements with valent p-eletrons ofatoms and ions at the ollision energy 1 eVElement B C N O F Ne Al Si P�; 10�15 m2 11 8.6 6.2 6.6 4.9 3.3 18 15 11� = �d ln�=d ln v 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.15 0.14 0.14Element S Cl Ar Ga Ge As Se Br Kr�; 10�15 m2 10 8.0 5.8 20 18 13 13 10 7.5� = �d ln�=d ln v 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.15Element In Sn Sb Te I Xe Tl Pb Bi�; 10�15 m2 22 19 17 16 13 10 21 20 22� = �d ln�=d ln v 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12Hund oupling. Aording to the data in Table 2, theonnetion between the moleular and motionless axisis not essential for the ross-setion of this proess.Thus, one an see that the moleular axis rotationgives a small ontribution to the resonant harge ex-hange ross-setion. That is, the di�erene betweenases �a�, �b�, and �d� of the Hund oupling, as wellas between ases �� and �e�, is not essential for thisproess. Next, aording to the data in Table 2, thedi�erene between the ross-setions for ases �a� and�� of the Hund oupling is not signi�ant for atomsof groups 3 and 8 of the periodial system of elements,and it is essential for atoms of groups 4, 5, 6, and 7.Thus, the transition between these oupling ases re-sults from the ompetition between the splitting U(R)due to the long-range ion�atom interation, the split-ting �(R) due to the exhange interation, and the �nelevel splitting Æf . Tables 6 and 7 ontain these valuesfor atoms of groups 3 and 8 of the periodial systemof elements. Next, the long-range splitting of levels de-pends on the atom and ion states. If atoms and ionsare found in the ground states, the long-range splittingU(R) of atomi levels for elements of groups 3, 4, 6, and7 results from the interation of the ion harge with theatom quadrupole moment and is given byU(R) = 5 
r2�6R3 ; (23a)where R is the distane between the interating parti-les and 
r2� is the mean square of the eletron orbitradius of the valent eletron in the atom. The long-range splitting of ion levels for elements of groups 4and 7, where the quadrupole momenta of the atom and

the ion is not zero, is determined by the interation ofthe quadrupole momenta, and the long-range ion�atominteration potential V (R) is then given byV (R) = QiQaR5 ; (23b)where Qa and Qi are the respetive quadrupole mo-menta of the atom and the ion, whih are �2 
r2� =5for states with zero orbital momentum projetion and�4 
r2� =5 for states for whih the orbital momentumprojetion on the motionless axis is 1. Expression (23b)relates to elements of groups 4 and 7 of the periodialsystem, where the quadrupole moment of atoms andions is not zero. Next, the splitting of ion levels forelements of groups 5 and 8, whose atoms have zeroquadrupole moment, is given byU(R) = 12�(
r2�)225R8 ; (23)where � is the atom polarizability. The value ��=�in Tables 6 and 7 haraterizes the error in the ross-setion arising from using only the exponential depen-dene of the exhange phase �(�) / exp(��), as wedid in Table 2.The information in Tables 6 and 7 exhibits therole of di�erent interations for the resonant harge ex-hange proess involving real ions and atoms. In par-tiular, it follows from these tables that the long-rangesplitting of moleular terms is important for elementsof group 3 and is negligibly small ompared to the ex-hange interation potential for moleular ions of raregases. In addition, in Table 8 we give the average ross-setions of the resonant harge exhange proesses for1107 6*



B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 6, 2001elements with valent p-eletrons. We note that in a-ordane with Eqs. (3) and (4), the ross-setion � ofthis proess depends on the ollision veloity v as [1; 5℄� = �22 ln2 Cv ; (24)where C is a onstant. The �rst order of the asymptotitheory allows representing this relation as�d ln�d ln v = � = 12R0 ; or �(v)�(v0) = �v0v �� : (25)Table 8 gives the parameters of this formula at the ol-lision energy 1 eV in the laboratory oordinate system.4. CONCLUSIONWe have developed the asymptoti theory for theresonant harge exhange proess in slow ollisions ofan ion and a parent atom with the transiting p-eletron.The ross-setion of this proess is not sensitive to therelation between the rotational interation and otherinterations of the olliding partiles and inside them,but an depend on the spin�orbit interation. We havetwo limiting ases that orrespond to ases �a�, �b�,and �d� and ases �� and �e� of the Hund oupling,or to the LS- and jj-oupling shemes for isolated ol-liding atomi partiles. For elements of groups 3 and 8of the periodial system, the average ross-setions ofthe resonant harge exhange are nearly equal for theselimiting ases of the momentum oupling, while forother groups the di�erene between the ross-setionsfor di�erent oupling shemes exeeds the auray ofthe evaluation of these ross-setions. The auray ofthe asymptoti theory of the resonant harge exhangewith the transiting p-eletron is worse than that inthe ase of the transiting s-eletron (1�5% [9℄) and isestimated as � 10% at eV energies.This study is supported in part by the Rus-sian Foundation for Basi Researhes (grant � 00-02-17090). REFERENCES1. L. A. Sena, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 9, 1320 (1939).2. L. A. Sena, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 16, 734 (1946).
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